Introduction

Decreasing stigma and discrimination against people with mental illness and their families, and mental health professionals and systems is of the highest priority for Canadian psychiatrists and organized psychiatry. Across the globe, there has been increasing attention to the deleterious effects of stigma and discrimination and calls for psychiatrists to take on key roles in combating stigma and working toward its abolition.1,2 Notwithstanding gains during the past century in decreasing stigma and discrimination based on gender, race, sexual orientation, and religion, and despite an increased openness in dealing with previously taboo medical diagnoses, such as cancer and human immunodeficiency virus–acquired immune deficiency syndrome, stigma and discrimination against people with mental illness and psychiatry remains prevalent. This paper is not only a call to action but also an invitation to individual Canadian psychiatrists and the Canadian Psychiatric Association (CPA) to take a leading role in addressing these crucial issues.
What Do We Know About Stigma, Discrimination, and Social Inclusion?

Stigma marks a person as different and devalued. Goffman, in his classic work on stigma, noted that stigma diminishes a person “from a whole and usual person to a tainted discounted one.” Scambler has summarized Goffman’s thinking, noting, “The term stigma conventionally refers to any attribute, trait, or disorder that marks an individual as being unacceptably different from the ‘normal’ people with whom he or she routinely interacts, and elicits some form of community sanction.” Current understandings of stigma involve a multi-layered process:

**Labelling.** The everyday activity of creating categories and classifications is a normal and useful part of modern life. Labelling becomes stigmatizing when it evolves to the steps described below;

**Stereotyping.** A link is created between the labelled individual and a stereotyped, undesirable social characteristic (for example, “schizophrenics are violent”);

**Separation.** Placing the stereotyped person into a fundamentally different category from the rest of humanity (the “us” and “them” effect, resulting in beliefs such as “I cannot become mentally ill”);

**Emotional Reaction.** The previous cognitive dimensions are accompanied by emotional reactions. The emotional range is not limited to anger, fear, or disgust, but can also involve pity, guilty feelings, or feeling responsible;

**Discrimination.** Discrimination occurs when stigmatization is acted on by concrete behaviours such as exclusion, rejection, or devaluation. Discrimination can take place on a personal level or be enacted through societal and structural inequalities;

**Power Differential.** Discrimination has negative and even devastating consequences when the stigmatized person is in a vulnerable position because of a power differential related to socioeconomic reasons (for example, poverty and little social capital), cultural affiliations (for example, marginalized ethnic groups), or for psychological reasons (for example, fragile self-esteem in depressed patients).

The adverse effects of stigma and discrimination on people with mental illness have been well documented and include delay in seeking treatment, early treatment discontinuation, difficulties obtaining housing and employment, and adverse economic effects. Stigma has been described as the “primary barrier” to treatment and recovery. Stigma and discrimination are well-documented obstacles to people with lived experience of mental illness receiving adequate general medical care and combined are one factor in diminished life expectancy. Life expectancy for people with schizophrenia is lower than the general population by as much as 15 years, and most excess mortality is due to coronary heart disease (both through increased risk factors and suboptimal preventive and curative treatments). Life expectancy is also reduced in bipolar disorder, schizoaffective disorder, depressive disorder, and substance use disorder, with between 8.0 and 14.6 years lost for men and 9.8 and 17.5 years lost for women. Diagnostic overshadowing (a process by which physical symptoms are misattributed to mental illness) has been described as a major contributing factor. Family members of people with mental illness often report negative effects in their own lives. Stigma and discrimination have negative economic impacts, not only on individuals and their families but also on the broader society. On a structural level, stigma and discrimination result in lower research funding for mental health, poorer and less organized clinical services than in other areas of health care, and the devaluation of those involved with these areas, leading to challenges in recruitment into the profession of psychiatry and the other mental health care professions.

Stigma has long been seen as distressing and important but more recently attention has focused on the reality of discrimination or enacted stigma and the potent negative effects that result for our patients and our profession. There is a growing consensus that we must move past consideration of stigma alone to the fundamental issue of discrimination against psychiatric patients, psychiatrists, and other health professionals involved in psychiatric care and move forward to social action through the active pursuit of social inclusion.

Uniting Voices for Change

The Stigma–Discrimination Working Group was established in the fall of 2007 with a mandate to explore and advise the CPA on priorities for addressing stigma. The group is inclusive of CPA members at all career stages, from residents through experienced clinicians, researchers, and political leaders, and includes patients and family members of people suffering from mental illness.

The group conducted a survey at the CPA’s 2008 annual conference, with 394 respondents out of a potential 1083 attendees. Participants reported first-hand experiences of discrimination toward a patient (79 per cent), toward a mental health care provider (65 per cent), toward psychiatry as a profession (53 per cent), and observing other medical providers discriminating against a patient from psychiatry (53 per cent). The highest priority for action was reported to be stigma and discrimination toward people with mental illness in the emergency department (89 per cent) and addressing structural inequities within the health care system (86 per cent).

More recently, the Stigma–Discrimination Working Group published a CPA-supported position statement highlighting four concrete priorities for action:
1. Enabling CPA members to reduce stigma—discrimination against the profession and against patients with a mental disorder or illness by developing a national educational initiative.

2. Providing leadership by demonstrating a commitment to act in collaboration with other national medical organizations.

3. Advocating against structural inequities within the health care system and advocating for parity.

4. Exploring ways that the CPA can optimize care by publishing a position paper on best practices to address stigma and discrimination.

Promoting change in the Canadian context is essential. While there are various potential frameworks with which to consider such action, the most persuasive evidence exists for the triad of protesting stigma and discrimination when they are encountered, using education to counteract stigma and discrimination, and encouraging contact with people with lived experience with mental illness.14

**Education and Awareness**

The first logical step in addressing stigma and discrimination is to make them visible, both to clinicians and patients and to the broader society. Unfortunately, this is easier said than done. There are no formal curricula addressing stigma and discrimination in the clinical training of psychiatrists. These phenomena may be difficult to identify, both in others and in oneself, as discussed below. Many of us have been unable to act when we witness stigma and discrimination because of our own internalized sense of stigma and a lack of knowledge and experience to guide us as to how to do this in a respectful and appropriate manner.

**Provide Leadership in Working With Medical Students**

Medical school has traditionally been described as a breeding ground for stigma and discrimination against people with mental illness and their caregivers.1,2 It is potentially an important venue for directly addressing stigma and discrimination in the clinical training of psychiatrists. These phenomena may be difficult to identify, both in others and in oneself, as discussed below. Many of us have been unable to act when we witness stigma and discrimination because of our own internalized sense of stigma and a lack of knowledge and experience to guide us as to how to do this in a respectful and appropriate manner.

Incorporate Stigma, Discrimination, and Social Inclusion in Postgraduate Psychiatric Curricula

Explicit education about stigma and discrimination must be included in postgraduate psychiatric training as well as education about how it can be combatted.1 Training in the Canadian Medical Education Directives for Specialists (CanMEDS) roles of health advocate, manager, and professional must include explicit training in these areas. Residents should be trained in collaborating with the media.17

**Be Appropriate Role Models for Trainees**

Academic psychiatrists have a particular responsibility as role models. In addition to addressing their own attitudes and behaviours, they are called on to directly label stigma and discrimination when it is seen and to debrief and process these incidents with trainees. Role modelling directly addressing stigma and discrimination in the moment is very powerful for trainees. There should be a discussion with trainees if the supervisor believes in a given instance that it is not appropriate to address stigma or discrimination at that moment.

**Be Aware of Our Own Issues and Modify Our Own Behaviour**

Psychiatrists are not immune from harbouring and acting on their own stigmatizing attitudes toward people with mental illness and their profession. This is understandable given that psychiatrists are members of a society where such views are pervasive and present from our earliest socialization and that our medical training has been replete with such stigma. Psychiatrists may carry even more negative beliefs than the general public and be more pessimistic about prognosis and recovery18 perhaps as a result of often caring for patients at the more severe and treatment-resistant end of the spectrum.2 As Myers has noted, “Overcoming stigma in ourselves is a lifelong challenge.”19, p 908

A significant minority of psychiatric patients and their families describe psychiatric treatment as dehumanizing and feel devalued in their encounters with psychiatrists.12,20,21 This appears to be more common among patients with diagnoses such as personality disorder,2 substance abuse,21 and intellectual disability.22 We must be cognizant of these experiences and constantly evaluate our own care to ensure that we are offering humane, professional care.

**Label Stigma and Discrimination When We See It and Protest**

We need to label stigma and discrimination when we see it and make it as socially unacceptable to stigmatize and discriminate against people with mental illness and
psychiatry as it is to voice racist sentiments or show racial or religious prejudice. It is imperative that we speak up to the many small injustices we witness in daily practice. Each of these incidents is an opportunity to confront stigma and discrimination and may be pivotal in causing transgressors to reflect on or change their behaviour. It is essential that we challenge discriminatory portrayals of people with mental disorders whenever we encounter them. We must be vigilant in addressing stigma and discrimination in the media.

Include Discussions of Stigma, Discrimination, and Social Inclusion in Our Clinical Work With Patients and Families
Psychiatrists need to raise and foster discussion of the issues of stigma, discrimination, and social exclusion in our work with patients and families. These issues are central to their lives and appropriate subjects for discussion and targets for intervention. Self-stigmatization and perceived discrimination are common experiences for people with mental illness. Clinical work needs to focus on making this self-stigmatization explicit and working it through. It is essential that we focus on a patient’s strengths as well as their illnesses and include an agenda of mental health promotion as well as amelioration of psychopathology in our clinical work. Excellent psychiatric care moves beyond a simple focus on psychopathology to cultivating mental health and well-being. It is important that we discuss with patients and families about disclosing their psychiatric history, including who they want to disclose to and what they are expecting from the disclosure. Discussion of how and when they will disclose is an important and often overlooked part of clinical care. Psychiatrists should become familiar with resources for individuals and families to build their own skills in combatting stigma and discrimination.

Bridging the Divide Between “Us” and “Them”
When trying to understand how discriminatory behaviours persisted through modern history (such as slavery or the more recent example of apartheid in South Africa), one cannot fail to notice that well-intentioned and otherwise gentle people were involved in such practices. Discriminatory behaviours become psychologically acceptable when the other is denied essential human characteristics through their placement in the category of other or them as distinct from us. Moreover, power imbalances can prevent the discriminated person from reclaiming their human status, promoting further discrimination. Recognizing our common humanity, and bridging this perception of a divide, does much to reduce stigma and discrimination.

Practice Appropriate Self-Care
The deleterious effects of the us–them divide are dramatically exemplified by the reluctance of physicians and mental health workers to accept and seek help for their mental health problems. Psychiatrists are often reluctant to seek assistance to deal with their own mental and physical health concerns, despite high rates of psychological suffering and little peer support. Anecdotal reports note the reluctance of psychiatrists to receive psychiatric care, to take psychotropic medications, and to respond to colleagues with mental illness. Studies have shown high rates of self-treatment for depression among psychiatrists as well as a strong preference for self-medication rather than clinical care, should they develop depression. Recent studies have documented that psychiatrists are often unwilling to take the very treatments that they prescribe. Physicians’ reluctance to seek or accept treatment for depression correlates with the degree of perceived stigma.

How can one explain these cognitive and behavioural discrepancies of the very clinicians possessing expertise and extensive knowledge in mental health? The culture of expertise inherently emphasizes an objectifying separation between clinicians and patients. This can be further exacerbated by the perception of a lack of nonclinical, personal, direct contact with patients (especially in large urban academic settings), although this is actually a fallacy. We are all having daily personal direct contact with colleagues, neighbours, and friends who have successfully recovered from mental illness but do not disclose their experiences because of the potent forces of stigma and discrimination. For the ill physician, patienthood thus implies becoming a member of a group perceived as separate and with whom the clinician cannot identify without risking threat to self-esteem through internalized stigma and anticipated rejection from colleagues.

Advocate for Physician Health During Undergraduate and Postgraduate Training
The culture of medicine has promulgated high expectations and self-sacrifice and, until recently, has discouraged self-care. Despite recent efforts to emphasize the importance of physician health, including its explicit incorporation in the CanMEDS role of professional, describing a commitment to physician health and sustainable practice, seeking care is still perceived as stigmatized by trainees. Academic psychiatry must assist trainees in making a real commitment to physician health and sustainable practice. Accepting that one can simultaneously be a patient and a clinician is salutary not only for the many of us who experience or will experience mental health disorders but also for treating our colleagues in a humane and fair manner in such difficult moments.
**Work to Advance Physician Health**

Stigma exists within the medical community, as well as in the general community. The culture of medicine sets very high expectations for physicians. Physicians often view colleagues with mental illness negatively, judging them as being weak, flawed, or somehow at fault for becoming ill. The ill physician anticipates experiencing shame and judgment and fears regulatory reprisal. This can lead to reluctance to acknowledge illness, delays in seeking help, and self-diagnosis and self-treatment by physicians. Self-treatment can sadly lead to further denial, incomplete treatment, and more serious outcomes, including suicide.\(^2\)

Work must be done to advance physician health and make it easier for physicians with mental illness to reach out and seek help. A comprehensive physician wellness program includes a focus on prevention, education, intervention, resources, research, and advocacy.\(^3\) All physicians require access to a primary care physician and encouragement regarding self-care. There needs to be increased fostering of awareness that stress is inherent in the practice of medicine and that physicians are not immune to illness. Continued medical educational efforts will help in informing physicians about stress, burnout, and mental illness, as well as positive treatment, recovery, and hope, and will lead to earlier identification and treatment. Promoting collegiality within medicine will help to create a safe environment in which mental illness is better understood and physicians can disclose illness, share stories, and receive help and support.

There are physician health programs in every Canadian province that offer assistance to physicians in need, and these must be promoted, supported, and highlighted. Rigorous research in physician health is beginning and should offer data and evidence of the scope of the problem and best practices in managing it. Advocacy efforts can address and reduce unwanted and unintended consequences of seeking help, such as impact on regulatory practices, licensing, and privileges, as well as limits to remuneration and insurance coverage. We can envision a future in which physicians will be able to reach out for help when needed.

**Promote and Teach Direct Personal Contact With Patients**

Bridging the us–them divide with patients takes place when the patient is met not only in clinical contexts but also in a broader range of situations, thus showing that he or she is not merely a case, but a full human being. Direct personal contact is considered an essential dimension in fighting stigmatizing prejudice and stereotypes.\(^2,12,14,34\) This can be incorporated into psychiatry training as a stigma preventive measure (for example, by organizing nonclinical meetings between trainees and patients).

**Listening to Patients**

Offering a central place to what patients have to say—to their voices—is essential. Doing so can effectively combat psychological deafness to the humanity of the other, empower patients, and promote a collaborative, less paternalistic relationship in line with the new directions of psychiatry.\(^35\) Patients can be involved in diagnostic and treatment processes, in research, through participatory paradigms, and in the work of clinical service agencies and organizations, through asking for user input in designing treatment and clinical structures.

**Social Dimensions: Promoting Best Practices, Parity, and Social Inclusion**

**Promote Best Practices in Our Own Clinical Setting**

The World Psychiatric Association has argued that the implementation of best practices is essential to reduce stigma and discrimination.\(^1\) In particular, they advocate that psychiatrists should pay particular attention to the “development of a respectful relationship with patients and their relatives,”\(^1, p\ 137\) stay “abreast of advances in psychiatric research and practice,”\(^1, p\ 137\) ensure “strict observance of ethical principles,”\(^1, p\ 137\) both in clinical care and in service organization, and collaborate with the wide range of professionals involved in the care of patients with mental disorders.\(^1\)

Advances in psychiatric research and practice have led to substantive gains in the treatment of people with mental illness, and yet often our service delivery is suboptimal, given the challenges in putting best practices into place in our own practice settings. Our society does not tolerate suboptimal care of cancer or cardiac patients and we can no longer tolerate suboptimal care of those with psychiatric disorders. As individual practitioners, we need to offer the best and most current care that we can within our own practice settings.

Best practices imply that, in our daily clinical practice, we need to focus on careful diagnosis and tailored, effective management strategies.\(^1,2\) We need to provide information and education to our patients and their family members in ways that are accessible to them.\(^2\) People working in clinic- and hospital-based settings need to stand up for the needs of their patients and their teams, and advocate for parity of resources for mental health with other health care professionals and administrators. Psychiatric facilities are often the poorest in a given clinical setting, despite an understanding of the importance of design issues in optimizing patient care.\(^36\)

**Define and Disseminate Best Practices in Psychiatry**

By defining best practices in psychiatry, we can provide standards and benchmarks for excellent care. In addition to informing the work of the individual practitioner,
such standards are extremely helpful in interactions with hospital and clinic administrators and with governmental agencies. Dissemination of best practices in psychiatry raises the standard of psychiatric care across the country and assists busy practitioners in optimizing their clinical practice. Being clear that there are best practices in psychiatry and advocating for their adoption and implementation has been repeatedly described as a powerful anti-stigma, anti-discrimination tactic.1

Use Literature-Based Strategies in Addressing Stigma and Discrimination
During the past decade, a developing literature has emerged regarding effective strategies to address stigma and discrimination. National campaigns addressing stigma have been developed in numerous countries. New Zealand’s “Like Minds, Like Mine” campaign was established in 1997.37,38 Other prominent programs include Scotland’s “see me” campaign,39,40 the United Kingdom’s “Time to Change,”41,42 and the United States’ program from the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, whose messages include “Behavioral Health Is Essential to Health. Prevention Works. Treatment Is Effective. People Recover.”43 These campaigns all include sophisticated use of social media and social marketing techniques, are multifaceted, deliver local programming, include consumers and providers, and emphasize recovery. They include elements of protest, education, and contact and are strategic, research-informed, and evaluated. The Mental Health Commission of Canada is developing its own social media campaign, “Opening Minds.”44

While psychiatrists like to think that talking about the neurobiology of psychiatric disorders will help in destigmatization, the evidence suggests otherwise. Despite an increasing endorsement of a neurobiological understanding of mental illness by the public during the past decade, there has not been a concomitant decrease in stigma.45 Focusing on biological factors as the cause of mental illness can reinforce assumptions of unpredictability and lack of control. Direct contact with people with lived experience of mental illness challenges stereotypes. Direct contact is consistently identified as the most effective means of producing sustained improvement in public attitudes.2,12,14,34 Expert consensus suggests that focusing on recovery and on seeing the person, and counteracting the sense of otherness associated with mental illness, are more potent strategies in population-level interventions.46

Collaborate With Other Organizations and Ensure Transparency in Relationships
Canadian psychiatry must continue to work with our partners in the Canadian Alliance on Mental Illness and Mental Health, with the Canadian Medical Association (CMA), the College of Family Physicians of Canada, the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, and other national specialty societies to ensure that issues of mental illness and mental health are central. We must continue to contribute to the important work of the Mental Health Commission of Canada. Provincial psychiatric organizations must build close working relationships with the health ministry in their province.

Organized psychiatry must work with its medical colleagues to effectively address discriminatory behaviour against psychiatric patients where they seek care—the emergency department, inpatient medical and surgical wards, ambulatory medical specialty settings, and family practice settings.

We need to ensure that our relationships with industry, including pharmaceutical and medical device companies, are transparent and consistent with the code of ethics of the CMA.47

Use the Media to Address Stigma and Discrimination
The media plays a central role in both perpetuating and fighting stigma and discrimination. Negative media stereotypes of people with mental illness, their families, and mental health care professionals are common and among the most hurtful to people. Such portrayals should be protested. A recent study comparing advertising for psychiatric and nonpsychiatric medications demonstrated substantive differences that perpetuate stigma.48

Organized psychiatry needs to monitor the media and address discrimination when it is seen. It must work directly with the media to provide up-to-date information through local and national experts with skills in communicating and interacting with the media. Guidance on responsible reporting on mental health issues should be provided, as exemplified by the recent CPA guidelines on suicide reporting.49

Address Structural Inequities and Advocate for Parity
There are multiple structural inequities in the health care system, including disparities in funding and access to care, funding for mental health services within hospitals, and funding for mental health and psychiatric research. Discrepancies between disease burden and funding are significant. The World Health Organization’s 2005 report attributed 31.7 per cent of all years lived with disability to neuropsychiatric conditions.50 Nevertheless, the percentage of health funds spent on clinical care and research for these conditions falls abysmally short of this mark. These conditions are estimated to cost the Canadian economy $51 billion yearly.51 While mental illnesses constitute more than 15 per cent of the disease burden in Canada,52 a disproportionately small fraction
of total health funding is allocated to mental health care—six per cent in Canada in fiscal year 2003/04, which is below the level in most European and other developed countries. Research funding directed toward mental illness and mental health is disproportionately low, with 4.0 to 7.5 per cent of the total research budget of the Canadian Institute for Health Research being dedicated to mental illnesses and addictions. When research funding is compared with the economic costs of disorders, mental illness receives eight-fold lower rates of research funding than research funding allocated for cardiac disease or cancer. Structural discrimination can explain the otherwise puzzling exclusion of psychiatric hospitals from the Canada Health Act and the marginal position (one passing reference) of mental health funding in the original First Ministers’ Accord on Health Care Renewal, enacted in 2004.

Psychiatrists must boldly advocate for access to treatment including both medications and psychotherapeutic treatments. No other area of medicine experiences such significant obstacles to access to care for those who are ill. It is essential that we advocate for access to services, to new medications as they become available, as well as for adequate human resources. Traditionally, psychiatrists, compared with other specialists, have been reluctant to address issues of discrepancies in remuneration, with a sense that this is self-serving and unseemly. More recently, it has been forcefully argued that disparities in specialist remuneration have a much broader impact than on just the specialists’ income and include the potential to negatively impact recruitment and retention into the specialty and to increase barriers to accessing care, thus further entrenching the marginalization of psychiatric patients.

Finally, it is essential that we advocate at the federal and provincial level for programs and funding directed toward the social determinants of mental health—poverty, homelessness, housing, addiction services, employment, and transportation. It is incumbent that we speak for people who cannot speak because of their illness and that we support patient advocacy groups and groups of or with psychiatric patients. Psychiatrists must boldly advocate for access to treatment including both medications and psychotherapeutic treatments. No other area of medicine experiences such significant obstacles to access to care for those who are ill. It is essential that we advocate for access to services, to new medications as they become available, as well as for adequate human resources.

Promote Social Inclusion
Social exclusion of mental health patients manifests in unemployment, lack of social networks, diminished social roles, and lack of economic and social participation. Because poverty, disability, and lack of social networks are in a mutually reinforcing relationship with discrimination and mental illness, it is an ethical and pragmatic imperative to actively promote social inclusion in this population. A deep cultural shift is needed to achieve social inclusion of patients with mental illness: both significant educational efforts for mental health providers and involvement of patients in the process are considered necessary steps in such an enterprise.

Focus on Recovery and Quality of Life
The recovery movement is a contemporary successful example of implementing patients’ involvement in the clinical space. Recovery has a high valence for patients and families, although it has a checkered history from the perspective of some psychiatrists who have known it only within its use in an antipsychiatry context. Contemporary uses of the term recovery denote the processes by which people with lived experience with mental illness participate, work, learn, and live fully in their communities. A recovery orientation includes a focus on empowerment of the individual to assume as much responsibility as possible for their recovery and an emphasis on cultivating hope, optimism, and a satisfying and meaningful life contributing to society. Recovery can occur in the face of ongoing symptoms of illness, which, despite them, the individual can learn to cope with or adapt to and thrive. The psychiatrist’s role is to promote recovery through individualized, person-centred care, the use of a strengths- rather than a deficit-based model, empowering patients and encouraging self-direction and shared decision making. Cultivating hope is an essential component.

Conclusion
The CPA and its members must be dedicated to addressing stigma and discrimination on an active and ongoing basis, and on both an individual and a professional level. Medical students and residents are taught to formulate mental health issues within a biopsychosocial framework, yet the social dimension of mental illness—encompassing the twin phenomena of stigma and discrimination—is too often neglected. This document identifies key priorities for evidence-based interventions and best practices, drawing on the three pillars of stigma reduction: protest—advocacy, education, and personal contact. Stigma and discrimination are societal issues that affect us all, and it is incumbent on the psychiatric profession to make its voice heard. By addressing our own internalized stigma, ensuring best practices in psychiatric care, including patient and family voices at every opportunity, enhancing education in the area and advocating for parity in mental health care, and for accountability and transparency in health policy, the CPA and its members can make a significant difference.
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